AV System Quick Start Guide

If the touch panel is not showing an image, touch the front of the panel to wake it up. Touch the logo screen to turn system on. Source Page will be displayed.

Turn on the Smart Podium preview monitor by pressing the power button located on the bottom left corner of the monitor. The power button will turn green if the monitor is on.

Select the source you wish to display. The image will show on the preview monitor. In preview mode, the image will not show on the projector and there will be no audio.

If you are using a laptop, plug the cable (VGA or HDMI) from the cable cubby into your laptop and select the Laptop VGA or Laptop HDMI button on the touch panel.

Press the SEND TO PROJECTOR button to show the image on the video projector and hear audio.

Screen will lower and projector will turn on automatically!

Press the Projector Controls button to Mute the video projector or raise or lower the screen independent of the Send To Projector button press.

PLEASE PRESS SYSTEM OFF AT THE END OF CLASS!!!

FOR ALL TECH SUPPORT ISSUES: 203-251-9599

Do NOT use the emergency phones in classrooms for tech support issues. The emergency phones are for safety issues only and can only dial 911 or the UConn Police.